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PART I
VISCOSITY AND THIXOTROPY - THEIR
THEORY AND MEASUREMENTS

CHAPTER I
THEORY OF VISCOSITY
Introduction
Viscosity is playing a large role in the field of
industrial products and its study by people preparing
for engineering work is rather essential. Industries
in which viscosity is particularly important are: 1)
power plants, 2) manufacture of oil products, 3) re-
sin and plastic manufacture, 4) paper manufacture, 5)
asphalt manufacture, 6) textile manufacture, and many
others.
A short textbook dealing with the general subject
of viscosity is desirable for the young man who is in-
tending to study engineering. The writer has spent sev-
eral weeks in library research in order to select the
essential knowledge on the subject of viscosity required
for the young engineer. It is considered more practical
for one person to make this search than to expect a group
of students to make it.
There are several terms and definitions which a
person must understand before he takes up the study of
viscosity.
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Terms Used in this Paper
Coefficient of viscous traction ,— Materials having
a poisson ratio of 0,5 have a coefficient equal to approx-
imately three times the viscosity. This coefficient may
be considered as the ratio of tensile strength to rate of
shear.
Consistency .— This property is considered in the
complete flow force relationship of fluids. It is some-
times used to discuss elastic and plastic deformability
of fluids. In other words, it is that property of a fluid
which makes it resist permanent change of shape.
Cybotaxis .— Is the changing about of molecules in
fluids into temporary groups.
Elastic force and after effects .— When elastic de-
formations take place in a fluid due to internal viscos-
ity, the fluid may recover its original shape slowly.
Flow elasticity .— When a material is flowing under
an applied stress, a condition may develop which makes
this fluid recoil slightly as the stress is suddenly re-
duced to zero.
Fluidity .— Is the reciprocal of viscosity with its
unit being called the rhe.
Laminar flow .— Used to describe the type of flow
which has a parabolic shape at its head.

Magmoid. --Is a material of such consistency that
it has the properties of both a fluid and a solid.
Mesamorphic .— Is a condition which prevails when
long rod-like molecules arrange themselves in ranks
and rows. A Smectic condition is said to obtain when
the molecules fit end to end.
Mobility .— The rate of shear divided by the shear-
ing stress minus the yield value represents the slope
of Bingham’s flow curve and has the same dimensions as
fluidity.
Plasticity .— Is the capacity of a fluid to keep
its shape under the force of gravity.
Plug flow .— is used to describe a material which
slides through a tube such as tooth paste coming out
of a tube.
Pseudo-plasticity .-- When the viscosity of a liquid
falls steadily with rising stress, the fluid will not.
Relaxation time .— May be considered as the time
required for the total internal stress to dissipate to
some definite value under constant strain condition.
Rheopexy»-«r Is the accelerated setting of a
thixotropic gelatin under a gentle rhythmic shearing.
Slow yield .— May be considered as a gradual per-
manent deformation which sets in under the influence of
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a stress less than its normal yield value over a long
period of time.
Structural viscosity .— Is that term applied to the
fall in viscosity caused by a rise in the shearing stress.
True fluid .— Is one which obeys Newton’s assumption
that the rate of shear is proportional to the shearing
stress.
Thixotropy .— Since thixotropy is a term which has
not yet been really defined, it is necessary to give sev-
eral points of view in connection with its definition.
Freundlich and Peterfi^introduced this term to describe
the isothermal reversible gel/sol/gel change which is
p/
caused by mechanical shearing and final rest. Goodeve—x
and Whitpeck^/used this term to indicate the isothermal
reversible decrease of viscosity with rate of shear. Hen-
stockH^considers that plasticity and thixotropy represent
the same phenomena which only differ in the time element.
Turbulence .—Occurs when the velocity of flow has
velocity
reached a criticalA in which the molecules change from a
parabolic flow to a haphazard flow in which vortices a-
rise in the flowing material.
Viscosity .— Is now normally used to relate to the
ratio of the shearing stress to the rate of shear in
If , 2/, 3/j and" 4/ G. W. Scott Blair, Industrial Rheology ,
Ghaplier V, 1938.
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fluids where this rate is a constant independent of stress
Work hardening ,— Occurs when there is a rise in the
consistency caused by the deformation of a fluid.
Yield value .— Is the stress applied which must be
subtracted from the total applied stress to make this pro-
portional to the rate of shear.
Historical Sketch
Newton arrived at a hypothesis that the force re-
quired to overcome viscous resistance between the particle
of a fluid might be termed viscosity.
F = uA dv/dy
is the mathematical equation which Newton employed to ex-
plain what he meant by viscosity. If two layers of fluid
are separated from each other by a distance then the
coefficient of viscosity is equal to the force divided by
the area times £, all multiplied by the relative velocity.
In 1839, when Hagen was investigating the subject of
viscosity, he determined that the quantity discharged
through brass tubes, varying in radius from 0.127 to 0.294
centimeters in a unit of time, was directly proportional
to the pressure and the fourth power of the radius and
inversely proportional to the length of the tube. Depar-
tures from this law may be attributed to turbulence. At
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the same time Poiseuillei/used fine glass capillary tubes
to study flow characteristics of water and he concluded
as follows:
1) That the quantity discharged in a unit of time
was proportional to the pressure as long as the length of
the tube exceeded a certain minimum which increased with
the size of the tube.
2) That the discharge was inversely proportional to
the length of the tube.
3) That the discharge was directly proportional to
the fourth power of the radius.
Basic Hypothesis Concerning Viscosity
The first assumption is that whenever
LU/dU.
EJ a fluid is in contact with a solid
U boundary or wall, there is no motion
or step, relative to the boundary, of
the fluid particles immediately ad-
Pigure I jacent to it; that is, the fluid ad-
heres or sticks to the boundary surface. Second hypoth-
esis
,
the shearing stress between adjacent layers of
fluid of v ery small thickness is proportional to the rate
of shear in the direction perpendicular to the motion.
u Dodge and Thompson, Fluid Mechanics, "The Measurement
of Viscosity".
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If a particle of fluid is set in motion, it takes the
shape as shown in the figure above. Axl/Aj if the par-
ticle is moving in the x-direction. The limiting val-
ue of the rate of shear is ^u/^y, the partial deriv-
ative of u with respect to y. This is called the
velocity gradient.
Newton's hypothesis T =// ^u/dy, where/* is a
coefficient of proportionality. An analogy is often
drawn between the^u and the shear modulus of elastic
materials. The latter is the ratio of shear stress to
unit deformations, while^a may be v/ritten as T/^u/^y,
the rate of shear stress to transverse velocity gra-
dient. A given stress on a solid produces a definite
deformation while a given stress on a fluid produces
continuous deformation at a definite rate.
Definition of viscosity .— The nature of the co-
efficient of viscosity may be shown more clearly by
Figure 2
No slip at the boundaries. 0 velocity at lower plate,
v velocity at top at any point
=
Vy/b cJu/c*y = V/b,
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then the shearing stress at any point is T v/b
,
the force required to move the plate against the resist-
ance produced by the motion of the fluid is T times area
of the plate. - Tb/v, Kinetic Viscosity V = u/p.
Fluidity / - l/jj
Dimensions and units of viscosity .
—
length ML # 1 L
velocity L2 ' ' T/HTT b/V = igU2
- M
“ rr
^has dimensions M/LT. In English units slugs/foot sec-
onds or in gram mass per centimeter second in the metric
It happens that the viscosity of water at 20° Centigrade
is exactly one centipoise. The dimension for kinematic
viscosity L2/T, that is, feet squared per second is the
unit in the English system and centimeters squared per
second is the unit in the metric system, is called the
Stoke
.
The viscosity of air at 15° Centigrade and at a
pressure of one atmosphere I. C. T. is 1,783 x 10“4 g/cm
Specific gravity of air = Q * Q7 .6~ = 1,225 x 10“ 5
62.42
density and specific gravity are numerically equal.
p - 1,225 x 10** 5 g/cm5
•rr-t ^
^
/ 1.783 x 10“4g/cm sec.Kinematic viscosity V = i. g25 x lO-ffiS.*
- 1.456 x 10“ -1- cm2/sec.
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9In the English system p = 0,002378 lbs,/ft2
so that /i = 1,567 x 10”7 (ft2/sec .)( slugs/ft 3 )
= 3,726 x 10” 7 slugs/ft. sec.
In the gravitational system one gram wt. = 981 dynes
= 981 gr. cm/sec 2
or one gram = jEL but one gram wt. - 0,002205 lb.
981 cm./sec 2
and one lb. = one slug ft/sec 2 ; also 981 cm/sec 2 = 32.2 ft/sec 2
the equivalent of the gram mass is finally found to be
_
0.002205 slugs ft/sec2 5one gram = 6 * 85 X 10 SlUg3
. .U-- 1.783 x 6.85 x 10-9
1/30.48
slgglL = 5.723 x 10-7 slugs/ft. sec1 u#S6C#
In English units a mass is 1/32 for a one-pound force.
The Apparent Viscosity
This variable depends directly on the rate of shear
which is promoted by a spinning disk in a fluid. The ap-
parent viscosity is not the coefficient of viscosity which
is by definition the number of dynes per square centimeter
that will give a velocity gradient of one centimeter per
second because the apparent viscosity is a variable.
It is obvious from a study of Figure 3 that apparent
viscosity decreases as the speed of agitation; or, in other
words, as the shearing increases.
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Figure 3
If the material in question is plastic, the curve does
not pass through the origin because the material value
has a yield value. It looks as if the apparent viscosity
decreases with an increase of rate of shear simply because
it is mathematically impossible for it to do otherwise.
Fluids which exhibit apparent viscosity are Non-Newtonian
and, as yet, no method has been evolved for the measure-
ment of their viscosity. Now the method employed uses
some pointer readings which are based on direct observa-
tions that give a qualitative rather than a quantitative
measurement of the viscosity.
The Viscosity of Non-Newtonian Fluids
The applied shearing stress is directly proportion-
al to the rate of flow for a Newtonian fluid while for
a non-Newtonian fluid the so-called apparent viscosity
i
is equal to the stress per unit area divided by the
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rate of shear (velocity gradient).
Three classes of substances which come under the
classification of non-Newtonian substances are as
follows:
1) An isothermal reversible decrease of viscos-
ity with an increase in the rate of shear is sometimes
called structural viscosity. When a material exhibits
a false body viscosity, it is said to possess thixo-
tropy. Substances which have a great degree of thixo-
tropy show elasticity and are liquefied by stirring
and congeal again when they are brought to rest; con-
sequently, these substances increase in viscosity with
time of rest.
2 ) An isothermal reversible increase in viscosity
with an increasing rate of shear may be called dilat-
ency and this might also be called inverse thixotropy.
3) Isothermal irreversible changes may cause anom-
alous effects which have been attributed to the chang-
ing about of adsorbed films on the walls of the vessel.
There does not seem to be any clear-cut way to deter-
mine what really causes the unusual behavior of the
viscosity. It may either be the wall effect or the
anomalous behavior of the fluid.
Many substances come under the classification of
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thixotropy and a few are as follows: 1) paints and
inks of almost every type, 2) lacquers and varnishes,
3) greases and graphite lubricants, 4) liquid cements
and concrete, 5) solutions or suspensions of rubber,
6) soaps and dyes, 7) clays of all types, 8) furni-
ture creams and polishes, 9) food stuffs such as milk
and cream chocolate.
The special characteristics which these non-New-
tonian fluids exhibit may be illustrated by the follow-
ing three examples:
1) A highly thixotropic paint causes a rapid gel-
ling immediately after it is applied with a brush and
the brush marks are retained. In order to correct
this condition, it is necessary to add substances to
lower the thixotropy so that the surface tension may
have time to level the surface. Now, if the thixotropy
is completely destroyed, the paint will start to drain
or sag before oxidation hardening takes place.
2) An ideal lubricant has a high viscosity so that
it may be drawn into the bearing, but it must have a
much-reduced viscosity under high rates of shear so
that it offers less resistance and produces a low power
loss. Castor oil and some others have this property.
3) Liquid cement sets very rapidly so that, in
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general. It encloses some air bubbles which may be re-
moved by stirring with a vibrator which lowers the vis-
cosity sufficiently and the air bubbles escape.
The thixotropic part of viscosity acts separately
from the Newtonian part and as a fluid is sheared; its
structure is broken down only to be rebuilt by the Brown-
ian movement and by the action of the shearing motion it-
self. In other words, the links between the particles
are continually being stretched until they are broken
and then they become linked again.
In order to study in a proper way the flow character
istics of non-Newtonian fluids, it will be necessary to
design an apparatus in which the fluid can be sheared at
different rates of shear. Furthermore, it is necessary
to have an apparatus with pointer readings which are in-
dependent of the rate of shear and whose reading would
give the actual viscosity of the fluid but at the same
time for anomalous fluids the pointer reading should in-
dicate the viscosity determination which does actually
depend on the rate of shear. In other words, in an i-
deal instrument the rate of shear would be continuously
variable so as to include the three types of phenomena
which are presented above.
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The Velocity Gradient Method for the Measurement
of Viscous Properties of Non-Newtonian Fluids 1/
A large number of liquids, especially concentrated
colloids, do not obey Newton’s linear relation between
shearing stress and rate of shear.
Newton’s equation for viscous fluid is:
— = rate of shear (velocity gradient)
dz
1) = Z where F = shearing stress in dynes/cm2dz n and n = coefficient of viscosity in
dynes/sec./cm2
Ostwald assumed that in colloids like gelatin solutions
a structure exists in the undisturbed solution which is
progressively broken down as the rate of shear is in-
creased, so that the apparent fluidity of the system
gradually rises.
dv TP01
dz
= where £ is a constant greater than unity
and has been called the coefficient of structure and m is
a constant whose dimensions are different from that o7 n,
the coefficient of viscosity.
3) : where f = yield value
dz m
In viscometric measurements, especially by the capillary
method, the rate of shear varies from layer to layer over
wide limits. While this variation can easily be taken in-
to account in Newtonian liquids where the coefficient is
constant and has a definite significance, it is not easy
to do so in the case of non-Newtonian liquids. The values
given by different viscometers, such as the yield value,
1/ J. N. Mubherje and N. C. Sen Gupta, "The Velocity
Gradient for the Measurement of Viscous Properties of
Non-Newtonian Liquids", The Indian Journal of Physics
(1942, vol • 16) p. 49.
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apparent viscosity, or mobility, depend on the method
of the determination and also on the dimensions of
the apparatus where the same method is used. It is
obviously desirable to measure the rate of shear
(velocity gradient) at different layers in the
viscometer.
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CHAPTER II
TYPES AND THEORY OF VISCOMETERS IN USE
The measurement of viscosity .— The operation of a
viscometer usually involves a flow of the fluid of which
the viscosity is to be determined.
An ideal type of viscometer would be one in which
the nature of the flow involved is completely determined
by the viscosity of the fluid. By means of an analytical
relation between the viscosities and the quantities char-
acterizing this flow, it would be possible to compute the
numerical value of either the absolute or the kinematic
viscosity coefficient.
Transpiration methods of viscosity .—Among those
methods for the determination of viscosity which rest on
a sound scientific basis, the most widely used is un-
doubtedly the so-called transpiration method. In this
method, an observation is made of the time required for
a given amount of fluid to flow through a capillary tube
of known diameter and length under a known pressure dif-
ference. The Hagen-Poiseuille law is applicable when a
tube of the right size and length has been selected, and
the flow is laminar. This law is expressed by the
equation:
/v - it(ft-A.)J4
,26 01
Obviously the method Is more suitable for liquids than
for gases, but special arrangements for the timing of
the flow have been devised so that the viscosity of gas-
es may also be determined by this method. The apparatus
for this consists of a capillary tube of known length
and diameter, with the capillary tube connected by rub-
ber tubings to two tanks in which overflow tubes are
placed so that the surface level in each of the tanks
may be maintained constant. Manometers are provided
for measuring the difference in level or head, which,
assuming no loss in the relatively-large connecting
tubes, is all consumed in causing flow through the cap-
illary tube. A thermometer gusspended in one of the
tanks indicates the temperature of the liquid. The
liquid is fed continuously into a higher tank at such
-16-
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a rate that some runs out of the overflow tube. The
test runs through the capillary, out of the overflow tube
of the lower tank and into the receptacle placed beneath
it. By measuring the quantity accumulated in this re-
ceptacle in a given time, it is a simple matter to com-
pute the viscosity of the liquid or gas.
Theory of transpiration- type viscometers .— In the
capillary tube the volume of the liquid passing in time
-
13! Q
t . (1)
IZ8 JX i
Some of the energy is transformed into kinetic energy
because of the paraboloidal velocity distribution.
8V L
\ 4 /
( 2 )
where is the average velocity. The Kinetic Energy of
the flow is given as:
(3)
Substituting (2) in (3) and carrying out the integration
we get:
T irpV3a/2
W
This energy contained in the flowing fluid represents
a loss in pressure Pm. Its magnitude is obtained by
equating the work done to the kinetic energy T.
Thus: 7~=- so that & = p Zz
4 4. r
Putting l/= 4Q. Z- izi in the above equation, the result
is: yvdh
P— QfcTW
If the pressure difference in equation (1) is replaced
by the effective pressure difference, then
r\ _ 7rdu t (p p p \ __ Trff?-&)d%Qb '
~lzz/uT /ZA/il Sraih
Solving for the coefficient of viscosity we get:
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By dividing by the density the kinematic viscosity is
now
v- _ <?*
S-2&/o/(1?6 8 rrl8
The pressure difference is:
ff-fZ = ^(k -K) -
so that the difference in head is the same for all
fluids tested. The kinematic viscosity may then be
written as
-8
A and B are constants depending on the dimensions and
characteristics of the viscometer employed. Other
corrections in viscometers are required such as loss
at the inlet of the tube. If A and B are determined
by calibration, all major errors are taken into account
Type of viscometers in use .-- The scientific type
includes all instruments in which the viscosity is
measured by the flow through a capillary tube. The
technical type is any type in which the viscosity is
not so measured.
Formulae: Engler = o.oo/47 t -
3 VC Saybolt Furol
Redwood
- p.oozcL y - 7/jr viscosity in
-L poises
^
= density (gr./c.
Saybolt O oozzL _ / e° 8 —time of efflux
Universal^ ^ in secs.
Where and
density
are respectively the specific weight and
14, irf/}, ~/,J& J
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Two viscometers of the torque type are the MacMichael
and Stormer instruments. The viscosity is determined by
measurement of the time required for a definite number of
revolutions of a rotating cylinder which is immersed in
the liquid being tested. Constant temperature is main-
tained by a water or oil bath. The rotor is driven by
means of a definite weight. A revolution counter is at-
tached to the spindle of the rotor. Relative viscosity
relative to water is obtained.
Conversion of viscosity units from C.G.S. to English .
—
In the equation
In r_ a A
we have dynes equal to poises x cm2 x cm. /sec. /cm.
r
It
follows that the unit of the poise is dyne sec./cm2 . When
the foot pound second system is used, the units of the ab-
solute viscosity must be converted to pound second/foot 2 .
One gram = 980.7 dynes One pound = 453.6 grams One foot =
30.46 cm
or 30.462/980.7 x 453.6 = 0.00209 lb sec/ft2i/
Concentric Cylinder Viscometers'
Consider two concentric cylinders. The inner one has
a radius a and the outer one a radius b. The inner cylinder
is rotatecT with a uniform angular velocity ; the outer
cylinder remains fixed. The space between is filled with a
liquid.
The liquid will rotate in layers concentric with the
cylinders, the velocity varying regularly from Q at the sur
face of the inner cylinder to zero at the surface of the
outer cylinder.
At an intermediate point the angular velocity is w.
The angular velocity gradient is dw/dr, and the linear
velocity across the small element will be r.dw/dr. The
viscous force exerted on this hypothetical cylinder, radius
r and height h, by the fluid layer next to it and extend-
i 1/ Peek and Scott, Mathematical Analysis .
2/ Barr, Guy, A Monograph ol* Viscome try , 1931.
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ing to the outer wall, will be nr(dw/dr) x 2 rh, 2 rh
being the area. This has a leverage of r about the
axis of rotation so that the couple tending to retard
the motion of the imaginary cylinder is: - 2 nhr 3 x dw/dr.
The sign is negative because the effect is a retardation.
Integrating this between the limits w(Q, and 0) and r(b and a),
we find for G, the couple required to maintain a length (h)
of the inner cylinder in rotations:
or
G =. -4-i-rn h Q /(
^
n -
tt hGL
If the outer cylinder is attached, say to a spring, G can
be measured from the deformation of the spring and n can
be calculated. More frequently the inner cylinder Ts at-
tached to a torsion wire to measure the torque, and the
outer cylinder is rotated.
The above treatment is deduced for cylinders of infinite
length and in practice, where the length is finite, it
is very difficult to make adequate corrections to allow
for end effects. It is best to make an apparatus which
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InSummary of concentric cylinder viscometers ,
rotating viscometers long narrow cylinders reduce the
importance of end effects. In general, it is usually
stated that the concentric cylinder viscometers are
open to too much objection. These objections are:
1) they are very delicate instruments and require the
highest skill in their manufacture and in their oper-
ation, 2) they do not have enough sensitivity for meas-
uring small rates of shear. Of those which have an
outer rotating cylinder the Couette and Hatschek viscom-
eters are too complicated both in their use and con-
struction. The MacMichael viscometer is s turdy and
has the advantage of b eing listed by scientific in-
strument dealers. As for the thicker muds, the best
suitable viscometer is the Wolarowitsch. Of those which
have an inner rotating cylinder the Kampf is a little
complicated and delicate. Possibly the best are Mooney
and Ewart’s, or Ungar’s viscometers. Searl’s instru-
ment, although listed by scientific instrument dealers,
has not been very widely used on experiments dealing
with mud and is probably not sensitive enough. Nowa-
days the Stormer instrument is the most used on com-
mercial lines, but needs careful calibration and is
not very sensitive at low rates of shear. If a vis-
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cometer is to be bought, the choice would lie between a
MacMichael or a Stormer
.
Absolute Viscometers
The absolute viscometer in general use depends
upon the time of flow of the liquid through a capillary
tube under a known pressure. The value is then obtained
from the formula:
V = r
4 (Pq - P2)
8>tl
where V - volume of liquid passing a cross section of the
capillary in unit time,
r = radius of capillary.
Pi,P2 = pressures at beginning and end of capillary.
1 = length of capillary.
2/
Method of Thorpe and Rodger
A diagram of the Thorpe and Rodger apparatus is given
in Figure 5. The capillary, 0.008 centimeter radius and
2 millimeters wall thickness, was fused within the thin
glass arms, giving access to the liquid reservoirs. One
of these was filled to the etched mark mq or m3 and the
liquid forced through the capillary by means of a mano-
metrically-measured external pressure until the meniscus
reached m.g or m^ . The meniscus was watched by means of a
telescope with cross-hairs and the line of flow determined
by a stopwatch. Great precaution was taken to ensure dust-
free liquid, and the whole apparatus brought to a constant
temperature in a constant-temperature bath before measure-
ment .
The radius of the capillary was determined by weigh-
ing a pellet of mercury which occupied a measured length
in the tube. This was performed after the fusion of the
capillary to the rest of the apparatus, as was the determi-
nation of the length of the capillary. Under these con-
l/ Reilly, Joseph, and W. N. Rae
,
Physico-Chemical Methods
,
"
nVis cometers
,
" D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc
. ,
New ¥ork", 1933
,
p. 355.
2/ Ibid . , p. 356.
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ditions the processes are not easy to accomplish. In
all viscosity measurements by capillary tube method,
the simple formula must be modified to account for cer-
tain departures from the ideal conditions. A correction
for the variation in the driving force due to the chang-
ing head of the liquid as it flows through the capillary
must be introduced. Bingham, Schlesinger and Coleman
show that the true mean head to be added to the constant
external pressure may be determined by measuring the time
required. The correction (x) is then obtained from the
formula:
where C and C-^ are constants which may be calculated from
For ordinary vsork the mean of the hydrostatic head before
and after transpiration may be taken for this correction.
A correction must also be introduced for the pressure
used in imparting kinetic energy to the liquid at the en-
trance of the tube; a further correction to the length of
the capillary must be applied to compensate for the modi-
fication of the stream lines at the entrance to the tube.
An addition of 0,5 d to the length (d=diameter) will ap-
proximate this correction. Thorpe and Rodger find it best
to neglect this correction altogether. Their final cor-
rected formula is:
where p « applied pressure which may be corrected as above
The second term is the kinetic energy correction. Later
research has introduced a factor m in this term. The val-
ue mostly accepted for m is that of Bouesinesq, who gave the
coefficient 1.12 for a capillary with a rounded entrance.
The apparatus of Thorpe and Rodger is criticised by
Bingham and White on the grounds that it is difficult to
determine after its fusion to the reservoirs. They use
the capillary ground (not fused) into the reservoir arm.
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These workers recommend a capillary 0.025 centimeters
in diameter and 10 centimeters long and a volume of 2.6
cubic centimeters for the bulbs. Within this form of
apparatus, the coefficient of viscosity can be found
to an accuracy of about 0,1 per cent.
Ostwald^ Viscometer .— The labor involved, in de-
termining the constants of the apparatus in the absolute
viscometer, has led to the method of calibrating the
viscometer by means of a standard liquid. The outstand-
ing relative viscometer in general use is that of Ost-
wald (Figure 6) . It consists of a U-tube, part of one
arm being a capillary tube. Above the capillary in the
same arm is a bulb. The other arm is a wide tube in
which also is a bulb. Two marks are etched on the glass,
one above and one below the bulb over the capillary. A
given volume of liquid is placed in the instrument and
the time that is required for the meniscus of the liquid
to pass the two marks under the force of gravity only is
measured. is the viscosity of the standard liquid and
of the given one then from the a? dinary formula.
may be used along with
C and C* as constants for the instrument, it is considered
that 7r is nearly equal to 77 . If t° and t are very
large/ it is approximately true that
and since the pressure is proportional to the densities,
we have
_
,
"t- et-
which formula is suggested by Ostwald. The formula is
true for dilute solutions when water is taken as the
standard.
There are a number of disadvantages in the Ostwald
instrument. The driving pressure is very low, and the
times for different liquid s may vary over a very wide
range. The water constant of the apparatus also varies;
four reasons have been assigned for this:
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1) Solid particles blocking capillary.
2) The solvent action of water and cleaning liquids
on the walls of the capillary.
3) The temperature hysteresis.
4) The contamination of the water by dissolved gases.
Bingham’s viscometer.-^-- Bingham describes an instru-
ment (Figure 4) having obvious advantages over the Ostwald
instrument and overcoming many of its objections. The
volume K is nade as nearly as possible equal in volume,
similar in shape and at the same height as C. The working
volume is contained between A and H, and volume of flow
between B and D. External pressure is supplied by com-
pressed air ancT measured with a manometer. The time
measurement is made as the meniscus passes either from B
to D or from D to B, depending on the direction of the Flow.
The corrections are made as for absolute measurements and
the viscosity calculated from the formula:
n = Gpt - C’E
"t/
In obtai ning the pressure correction, due to the
average resultant hydrostatic pressure in the viscometer,
£’ can be estimated accurately enough by simple measurements.
The value of £ can be estimated by assuming pQ = p. The true
value of C may be calculated from an observation upon the
type of fTow of any liquid v/hose viscosity is accurately
known. From freshly-distilled water at 20°C,
C 0.01005t + C’
pt2
By direct measure
G =
384.8r4
v.l
If £ does not equal 980, the value of £ must be increased
1/ Op. cit., p,343 - 363
F/ Loc. cit.
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o.l per cent for each unit in excess. The value of £’
is determined from
q t - 0,0446V
1
In these calculations V = volume of bulb C betv/een the
marks B and D. 1 = length of capillary EP.
Falling-sphere viscometer . For the comparison of
the viscosities of a 1b. rge number of liquids the falling-
sphere method is very rapid. The method is much used in
industrial practice. The time of fell of a sphere in the
liquid has long been recognized as an approximate measure
of viscosity, but the work published by Gibson and Jacobs
places it in the ranks of exact methods. The velocity
of a sphere f aL ling vertically in a fluid in relation to
viscosity was investigated mathematically by Stokes, who
derived the well-known equation,
V=4
9 s TJ
where V = velocity of sphere, r = radius, &= density of
sphere, and o=density of liquid. For practical working,
two corrections must be introduced: 1) a correction for
the confined space of the liquid; that is, the nearness
of the wall of the vessel influences the velocity. 2)The
’end effect’ of the bottom of the tube on the velocity.
The complete equation for the fall is then:
9»f3(l+2**)(l^3^)=2s,.*(2-<?)T
where T is the time taken for the sphere to fall through
a distance S, x equals the ratio of the radius of the
sphere to tKat“of the cylinder, and h is the height of
the liquid.
This equation can be used to give an absolute meas-
ure of viscosity.
For comparative measurements, the time of fall with
identical instruments for different liquids can be meas-
ured. Then the equation.
1/Op. c~it. ,p. *555.
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gives the comparative viscosities when the densities are
known. A liquid of known viscosity can then be used as
a standard(see Figure 8).
In the choice of a sphere uniformity of diameter is
most important and s teel ball-bearings have been found
satisfactory. These are guaranteed to be correct within
0.0025 millimeters. A ball of 0.15 centimeters in dia-
meter v/as chosen as the standard size. The density of
the s teel was found for one gross of balls. For the
stm dard tube an internal diameter of 21.05 centimeters
is satisfacta* y. The total length of the tube is 29
centimeters, aid a lower part of it is divided into three
5-centimeter lengths for measurement of the time of fall.
The first fourteen centimeters of length and another five
is to allow the ball to acquire its uniform velocity, then
three checks on the time of fall are made, in the three 5-
centimeter lengths. A further graduation mark fixes the
level of the liquid. To deliver the sphere into the cen-
tre of the tube, the latter is closed with a stopper
bored centrally with a glass tube of 3 millimeters in-
ternal diameter and 7 centimeters long passing through.
This tube is adjusted to dip 3 centimeters below the sur-
face of the liquid in the viscometer tube. The sphere,
when dropped into the releasing tube, travels very slowly
down it and is freed from air bubbles; It then leaves the
end below the surface of the liquid with the minimum of
disturbance and in the center of the tube.
Coaxial cylinder viscometer - Traxler type.— One of
the instruments was na de of brass and the other of aluminum.
Each set of cylinders rested upon a base equipped with de-
tachable rods upon which additional weights might be sus-
pended, so that a wide range of weights could be used, and
the material under examination thus subjected to widely-
different stresses. The apparatus had the following dimen-
sions: the height L, of both the inner and outer cylinders,
was 2.54 centimeters, the inner radius R, of the outer cy-
linder was 1.905 centimeters, and the radius r of the inner
cylinder was 1.270 centimeters as recommended"‘'by Traxler.
The low weight aluminum cylinder was used when the effects
of relatively lower shearing stresses were being studied.
To make a determination the space between the two con-
centric cylinders was filled with the molten pitch which
was allowed to cool to room temperature. Then the excess
material was trimmed with a hot spatula, and the instrument
was suspended in a cors tant temperature bath. The viscom-
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eter assembly was placed upon a stand which supported
the outside cylinder only, thus allowing the inner
cylinder to fall at a slow rate, depending upon the
nature of the material in the annular space, and the
total weight of the inner cylinder, stem, and base,
plus any suspended additional weights. The drop
of this inner cylinder was observed by following a
mark near the top of the upright stem attached through
the inner cylinder to the base by means of a micrometer
microscope
•
Observing that the distance h (in centimeters),
through which the inner cylinder dropped in 1: seconds,
is under the influence of the total weight W, we can
calculate the viscosity by substituting in The following
where R = radius of the large cylinder; r, the radius of
the small cylinder; W, the total weight; t, the time; h,
the distance; L, the lengths of the cylinders; and £,
a constant, l? we plot the rate of shear versus the
shearing stress, we find that the curve will be a
straight line for viscous flow.i/
Anomalous viscosity properties .-- For the study of
anomalous viscous properties, it is always a wise move
which saves a lot of complication in the end to design
an apparatus which, in the turbulent region of a Newton-
ian liquid, will operate at a certain Reynold’s number.
For natural bentonite suspensions, it will be found that
capillary and rotary viscometers do not give the same
yield and viscosity values. The rotary viscometer is
1/ Guy Barr, A""Monograp h of Vis cometry , 1931 Edition.
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good for the velocity gradient method. Increase of
time and pH are two very important factors which in-
fluence yield values.
Measurement of anomalous viscosity by the capil -
lary tube method . --when the Bingham plastometer or the
Ostwald viscometer (or modifications of this type) is
used to measure the viscosity of materials that are
not true liquids, such as clay and flour suspensions,
cream, honey, grease, paints, starch pastes and tar,
errors of considerable magnitude arise if the viscos-
ity is a function of the rate of shear. The effect
of capillary diameter of such materials has had many
explanations, most of which do not consider the rate
of shear. This instrumental error has been eliminated
in measurements made on rubber solutions and soup-
thickened mineral oils, vi th a simplified form of
Arveson’s viscometer. For these materials, if the
capillary is sufficiently long, the viscosity shear
curve is independent of capillary size .—'
'
A simple rotary viscometer for the study of
anomalous viscous properties .— In investigations on
anomalous viscous properties, the shearing stresses
corresponding to different rates of shear have to be
measured. Rotary viscometers have the advantage over
capillary viscometers that the annular space can be
made small compared to the diameter of the cylinders
and the velocity gradient can be made to vary over
a comparably smaller range. It appears from direct
measurement of the velocity gradient that the capil-
lary viscometer does not give the true estimate of
the yield value where the rotary viscometer does.
In the sample rotary viscometer described in this
note, the outer cylinder rotates and the torque on
the inner cylinder is measured.
The new viscometer has the following features:
1) The speed of an outer cylinder which can be
I/A. 0. herrington. Nature, "Measurement of Anomalous
Viscosity by the Capillary Tube Method", p. 214-215
(1943).
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varied from 10 to 1000 revolutions per minute is meas-
ured by a revolution counter.
2) The inner cylinder is suspended from a graduated
torsion head fitted with a vernier. The position at
rest of the inner cylinder is indicated by a lamp and
scale arrangement. The torsion head is rotated in the
opposite direction until the cylinder comes to its orig-
inal position of test. The torque is read directly on
the torsion head and can be measured up to 360 degrees,
whereas if the deflection of light on the graduated
3cale alone, where utilized, only a small torque could
be measured.
3) The torsion head is fitted with a centering de-
vice, a plumb line aid levelling screws to ensure a ver-
tical setting of the apparatus.
4) The inner cylinder is about 9 centimeters long
and the end effect is small. The correction for this
with simple liquids is of the order of 5 per cent.
Guard rings have not been used as they might cause com-
plications for non-Newtonian liquids.
5) The outer rotating cylinder’s radius is 2.017
centimeters and for interchangeable cylinders 9 centi-
meters in length and with radii varying from 1.886 to
1.495 centimeters. The width ,of the annular space is
small compared to the radii. -V
Coefficient of viscosity .— Coefficients of vis-
cosity are generally expressed in C. G. S. units. The
unit is known as a poise. Since the values in terms
of this unit are small, subsidary units, known as the
millipoise, equal to 10“^ poise or a centipoise, which
is 10-2 poises, are often used. The coefficient of
viscosity of water at 20° C is thus 0.01008 poise or
10.08 millipoises. The viscosities of a number of
common liquids are re corded.£/
Table I
Viscosities at 20°C in millipoises
Ethyl ether 2.33 Methyl alcohol 5.93 Ethyl Alcohol 12.0
to.Mubherje and N. C. Sen Gupta, "A Simple Rotary Vis-
cometer for the Study- of Anomalous Viscous Properties”,
Indian Journal of Physics (Vol. 16, 1942), p. 66.
2/glas stone. Text Book of Physical Chemistry
,
"Coefficient
of Viscosity,' 1 p, 491, Van Nostrand (1940).
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Table I. (concluded)
Acetone
Carbon disulfide
Chloroform
3.29 Benzene 6.47
3.68 Chlorobenzene 8.00
5.63 Carbon 4-chloride9. 68
Acetic acid
Nitrobenzene
Glycerol
12.2
20.13
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CHAPTER III
LAMINAR AND TURBULENT FLOW
Introduction
Particularly for Newtonian fluids it is necessary
to determine the viscosity of them when the flow is in
the laminar regL on. If the critical region is reached--
that is, the region between laminar and turbulent flow--
the viscosity determined would not be a true one. It
is not possible to g et the viscosity in the turbulent
region because the value would be too high.
.
Some of
the energy created would show itself as an apparent vis-
cosity.
Laminar flow between parallel stationery plates . --
Sma11 particles of dimensions dx and dy flow left to
right; the shear stress on theTower surface is equal
to t
Figure 9
and it will act in the negative x-direction. On the
upper surface t - dt will act in the opposite direction.
The particle is moving faster than the one below it
and more slowly than the one above it. The pressure on
the left is p and on the right it is p - dp. The motion
is steady ancT independent of x, so that no inertia forces
are involved and the velocity gradient is a function of
;
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becomes
:
The condition for equilibrium of the element
[ p- (p~^p)Jdj ~tjl- (£-J6)Jcj/x^O
or
dpdy - dtdx = 0
The differential equation becomes: d£ = dt
dx dy
or letting 'L. = U and = —dx dy*
the solution by integrating twice wL th respect to y is
A and B are determined by letting the velocity equal 0
at the“surfaces of the bounding plates; that is, u = 0
for y '/2 b
The final result is:
U = -
The maximum velocity at center is:
dp (£^y
u inay — . / dp> b*
^u. dx *4-The average velocity is :V=r_L dz
3^1 dx 4
The pressure decreases linearly in the direction of motion
so that the pressure gradient is:
Jp
_ -fe’-g)
dx ±
where I is the distance between points 1 and 2 at which
the pressures are P-, and P9 . The velocity at any point
is then: ~
A
a- is=si (*%-</*)
The amount of fluid passing a section in the direction
normal to the XY plane is equal to:
0=2./% da
^ ^ /Z#T.
The two plates in this problem might be considered as
vertical walls of an extremely deep channel, then space
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between top and bottom channel:
or for a given discharge the loss in head due to viscos-
ity is:
A,_4, = testZ?
_
tz VIQ_
ulSJ
The Kagen-Poiseuille Law .— The quantity of viscous
liquid which flows through a small tube in a given time
is proportional to the force causing flow, to the fourth
power of the diameter of the tube and inversely as the
length.
Laminar and Turbulent Flow .-- In turbulent flow in
the case of a plane, flow, u = u
-r v'f where u and v are
time averages of these velocity components ancT in general
are functions of the co-ordinates of the point; while u*
and v» are the deviations from these average values and
are functions of the time as well as the co-ordinates.
Ordinarily the deviations are periodic functions of the
time.
Loss of head in laminar flow through a pipe.—
ff-g - o- A - A* - JzeQai_ n q u
Td* 7dA ld 'v v
then replacing the quotient'^’ by the kinetic velocity A/
4 -4, = <3 VT.
T? d* J2
Flow between parallel planes.— The equation for
the distribution of velocities in the case of a viscous
liquid in laminar flow between two infinite parallel
planes is derived rather more easily than that for
flow in a cylindrical tube. If the planes are at a
distance 2 h apart, the velocity u in a plane at a
distance z from the median is given by:
i
equation (1)
1/Scott and Peek, Mathematical Analysis
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and the volume Q discharged per second from a width 2b
becomes
:
Q 4 7T equation (2)
where is the constant pressure gradient measured in
the direction of the flow.
It will be seen that the distance h between the
planes enters into equation (2) to the third power only
and does not, therefore, need to be measured with quite
as high accuracy as the diameter of a capillary tube
in order to allow absolute determinations of viscosity
to be made. The principle does not appear to have been
applied for this purpose, though Davies and White have
made a fairly detailed study of the conditions for the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow of water be-
tween brass plates. They found that turbulence could
not persist at velocities lower than those correspond-
ing with 2vhp/n = 890 ( compare /Reynold* s criterion of
2400 for a circular section).-^/
Reynold^ Number .— Thus as shown for a given value
of the Reynolds number the loss in head in a pipe is
directly proportional to the velocity head and to the
ratio of length to diameter.
M
where P = density, v = velocity, d = diameter, and
= viscosity coefficient.
When both the Nr and i/d are constant, the loss in head
is proportionality to the velocity head. A constant
Nr shows that the forces acting on the fluid particles
are in the same ratio at corresponding points. In all
types of viscous fluid flow the motion is found to be
dependent on a general form of the Nr in which I_
represents some characteristic dimen- sion of
the body or bounding surface.
1/ Op. cit
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In the case of a sphere moving with a constant
velocity v through an infinite mass of fluid, it has
been found that the resistance opposing the motion
has the value D B 3wvd.
The diameter of the sphere has been taken as the length
in
Below an of 2320, the flow is usually laminar,
Reynold^ experiment on flow in pipes .— A
straight round glass tube with a flared inlet is placed
in a glass walled tank full of water at rest. One end
extends through the wall of the tank and is fitted with
a valve that controls the rate of flow. A small reser-
voir of colored liquid is arranged so that it discharges
the dye through a fine nozzle into the inlet end of the
tube with the same velocity as the water, and the be-
havior of this jet of dye indicates qualitatively the
type of flow in the pipe. When the velocity in the tube
was maintained at a low value, the dye jet followed along
a straight line or streamline flow above a certain veloc-
ity and the dye mixed with the flowing water.
Application of dimensional analysis to pipe flow .--
h,-A = (0
since the discharge Q, and W
,
this may also
be written:
(/*)
The form of this equation can be found by dimensional
analysis if it is assumed that the loss in head is de-
pendent on the mass density, the viscosity, the velocity,
and the pipe diameter. Inertia and gravitational forces
are involved in the flow as it was originally set up.
4-4.- K d) ar- k- A. -
in which K is a nondimensional coefficient of propor-
tionality and a, b, c and e are undetermined exponents,
hj - hg is measured Tn uniTTs of length. Expressing
on c 'd jtI
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everything in tei-1™^ nf* m t. ar>H m .
» Equate exponents 1 = -3a - b c e
0 = a b
0 = -b -c, solving a « -b, c = -b.
e = 1 - b
Now equation (1) is h]_ - hg * kd
Introduce into (la)
4/
k-h^~ i±!^(V<d ){%vj)
Stokes’ Law .-- If a solid is moved through a liquid,
the th’in layer of the latter in immediate contact with
the solid is virtually at rest, just as in the flow of
liquid through a tube; as the result of viscosity a
viscous drag is excited on the moving body. In order to
maintain a uniform velocity, a steady flow of the liquid
is required. It has been found (G. G. stokes, 1850) that
if a small particle of radius r travels at a velocity
through a fluid, gas or liquid, having a coefficient of
viscosity
,
the force applied, which just balances that
due to scosity, is given by Stokes’ Law,
If the sphere is falling under the influence of gravity,
the constant downward force is 4/3 r3( - ) g, where
is the density of the sphere and that of the medium
through which it falls. According to (1) the opposing
force of viscosity increases wi th increasing rate of
fall of the body and eventually a constant speed will be
attained when the viscous force is exactly equal to the
gravitational pull;
thus
that is 4/3 7Tv5 -/o')g =
9o
1/op.CiTT
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This form of Stokes' Law is applicable to a solid
sphere through a liquid or gas, or to-^ar drop of liq-
uid falling through a gaseous medium.-^
TT Op* cit .,p. 489.
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CHAPTER IV
THIXOTROPY
Introduction
According to Price and Jones-/ thixotropy cannot be
determined from a single consistency curve, but must be
done so by a family of curves,
A true solution may be defined as a colloidal sus-
that a thixotropic material is one which will undergo
a gel/sol/gel change at a constant temperature, but he
qualifies his definition by indicating that the conversions
to a complete solution are Ma special characteristic and
limiting case of thixotropy M
.
This qualification allows such suspensions as paints
and printing inks to be classified as thixotropic. He
further adds that suspensions such as clay pastes show
very pronounced thixotropic behavior. Just a partial
transformation from the gel to a true solution is all
that is required for a material to be considered as
thixotropic.
Controversial issues,— The curvilinear property
C-. W. Scott Blair, Industrial Rheology
,
Chap, V (1938).
Ibid.
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of the lower end of the consistency curve of Figure 10
is caused by a gradual change from plug flow to laminar.
Figure 10
Buckingham^/has shown in his viscosity studies that this
condition occurs in capillary tube viscometers because
the shearing force decreases from the capillary wall
inward
•
Reiner^/has also shown that this condition obtains in
rotational viscometers and furthermore indicated that
this curvature must become shorter when the distance
between the bob and the cup is decreased. It is prob-
able that this curvature could almost be due to an
instrumental error and does not necessarily have to
arise from any change in the nature of the material
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under low-shearing stresses. In Figure 10, may be
considered as evidence where the outer portion of the
plug begins to shear. Sg, the maximum yield, is where
the curve approaches a linear condition, while is
the normal straight line in which plug flow has dis-
appeared and laminar flow prevails.
Thixotropic Factors of Colloids
The extent and nature of the thixotropic change
in the breakdown and build-up of colloidal materials
is required to have data which cover both before and
after states of the agitation of the colloid. This
requires at least two curves. The variables involved
here are velocity and shearing stresses. The hysteres-
is loop obtained by means of a rotational viscometer
is caused by the breakdown and build-up effects. The
up-curve of the hysteresis loop demonstrates the break-
down of the colloid while the down-curve shows a par-
ticular state of equilibrium which is trying to prevail
Breakdown may be considered to be caused by the
time element in running the experiments and by the ve-
locity gradient. The build-up characteristic of thixo-
tropic substances may be considered to be due to the
substance attempting to seek equilibrium.
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The velocity gradient element In thixotropic
breakdown .-/ -- If the time of application of each rev
olution per minute is maintained constant and the top
or maximum revolution per minute is varied, a series
of hysteresis loops as indicated results:
Table 2
I. Newtonian Revolutions per min.
49 14 4
Deflections
Standard oil 50 50 50
Medium standard oil 82 82 82
Castor oil 9.8 9.8 9.8
Dehydrated castor oil 108.5 108.5 108.5
Lithographic varnish 94.6 94.6 94.6
Clover honey 142.4 142.4 142.4
A white enamel 14.6 14.6 14.6
II . Anomalous
1.3% gum traqucaull A 1.6 2.8 4.0
K. Daniel, "Dispersion of Pigments in Aqueous
Medium", India Rubber World (Jan. 1, 1940).
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Table 2 .( concluded)
II Anomalous Revolutions per minute
>
49 14 4
Deflections
1.3$ gum traqucaull B 1.2 2.1 2.7
1.0$ gum kara P 9.0 17.6 40.6
5.0$ bentonite M 0.8 2.1 5.7
5.0$ bentonite R (better gels.) 3.4 7.4 14.8
Hair cream PZ 21.4 36.7 54.6
Mayonnaise
Cod liver oil
RI 28.5 43.8 68.6
emulsion K 25.6 27.4 33.8
Adhesive paste L 65.7 84.5 118.8
Quinitive cream SP 48.4 79.3 174.8
A white gloss paint 14.6 16.3 20.4
A green enamel 8.4 12.8 21.8
White undercoat paint 12.2 32.6 62.8
III High degree of
structure but TDroTFen
down under shear.
A bitumin emulsion paint 46.8 38.4 38.4
A vinyl resin solution 84.7 26.7 26.7
Calcium naphthenal solution 6.5$ 800.0 134.8 96.6
The obvious characteristic of a thixotropic system
is its increase in viscosity when it is left at rest after
shearing has ceased. It is, therefore, necessary to make
observations on the viscosities of non-Newtonian fluids
after they have been left at rest for definite periods of
time after shearing has ceased. It has been found suf-
ficient to make observations on the effect of time on
viscosity at the lowest rate of shear only.
Table 3
Newtonian
Class 3 Anomalous
40$ gum Arabic
1.3$ gum traqacaull
1.0$ gum karay
Class A
Standard oil
Clover hung
’-i/hite enamel
Blue enamel
Varnish paint A
White Japan C
Hard glass paint
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Table 3. (concluded)
Class C Thixotropic Class B Anomalous
Ilewtonian after shearing
Pale blue enamel
Blue gloss paint true gel/so/gel transformation
White Japan P
Varnish Paint K
Class D Most prevalent type of non-Newtonian anom-
alous viscosity after shearing (false body)
90/ heath honey
5/ bentonite M
5/ bentonite P
mayonnai se RF
mid green paint
light oak paint
green gloss paint
brown synthetic enamel
Class E Dilatent (Inverse thixotropy)
Vinyl resin solution
48/52 maize staret/water
30/ gum Arabic 11/ borax
Calcium napthenate solution 6,5/ —
'
In certain systems of prolonged shearing at a con-
stant rate of shear, an increase in velocity appears due
to a change in the arrangement of the molecule.
At the present time, no overall theory can explain
the behavior of thixotropic systems or can predict the
type flow resulting from a dispersion of a given volume
of fine particles in a fluid.
In colloidal dispersions it may be assumed that
when viscosity is independent oft he rate of shear the
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solid phase is actually dispersed. On the contrary,
the pigment in the white undercoat paint is very
poorly dispersed (Table 3), even when decreasing the
solid content of the paint. The degree of dispersion
is actually indicated by a constant reading of the
viscometer at three different rates of shear.
In an experiment in which two parts by weight
of titanium oxide is dispersed in one part by weight
of a medium composed of eighty parts acid-free refined
linseed oil and twai ty parts of acid-free standard oil
of 4.5 poises, one obtains a dispersion which is highly
thixotropic. The explanation for this condition is
that the pigment is rather poorly dispersed in the oil.
The addition of 1 per cent pure oleic acid greatly re-
duces the degree of thixotropy, at 1.5 per cent thixo-
tropy practically disappears, at 2 per cent thixotropy
reappears, and at 2.75 per cent it is much more marked
than in the original mixture. These varying degrees of
thixotropies caused by the addition of oleic acid indi-
cate that the quality of dispersion changes. The oleic
acid apparently aids the wetting of the pigment particle
by the linseed oil medium up to a certain point and then
more oleic acid decreases the wetting power of the oil
medium
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Inverse thixotropy (dilatency) .-- This is the
characteristic of high solid concentration in fluids
of high dispersing power. For example, when four parts
by weight of ultramarine are dispersed in one part by
weight of a medium composed of four parts of castor
oil and one part of diluted phthalate, a highly dilatent
system is obtained.
Thixotropy represents a state intermediate between
complete peptization and complete precipitation. The
rate of viscosity change with time is dependent upon
whether a colloidal system shows rapid coagulation.
Materials which indicate a false body in their
structure show a rapid decrease in viscosity under shear
while thixotropic systems show a very gentle rate of de-
crease. At a constant concentration of solids, a thixo-
tropic system can be converted into a false body system
by the addition of a medium of low dispersing power such
as alkali-refined linseed oil or more effectively by the
addition of petrol or by increasing the solid content
in a medium of constant composition. Both these method s
increase the degree of flocculation.
Dispersion of solid particles in true liquids at
low concentrations causes thixotropic systems and dis-
persion of solid particles in anomalous fluids causes
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false body systems. One of the ways to produce false body
paints is the introduction of aluminum soap into a medium
which contains an anomalous fluid.
In general, we may conclude that the degree of dis-
persion of solid particles in the five rheological states
increases in the following order:
Degree of Dispersion
Anomalous Viscosity -- False Body — Thixotropy
— Dilatency -- Newtonian Flowi/
Dilatency .-- This is a phenomena which shows itself
when the viscosity appears to increase with an increas-
ing rate of shear. Dilatency may be obtained in a system
which is completely dispersed. Systems containing such
pigments as antimony oxide, lead carbonate, chrome yellow
and chrome orange may be made actively dilatent. Definite
stages may occur from the flocculation to an active di-
latency.
Active Dilatency .— This is found where a very ef-
fective dispersion takes place. Dilatency is a method
of indicating good dispersing agents. Of course, equal
particle size and specific weight have an influence on
>
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these phenomena. The absence of active dilatency does
not mean that no dispersion effects can be obtained.
In actively-dilatent systems, the solid particles
tend to keep equally distant from each other because the
repellent forces are so strong. If the system is upset
by outside forces, the system is disturbed only tempo-
rarily. As soon as the cause of disturbance is removed,
the particles again resume their former equidistant re-
lation. The repelling forces increase as the particles
are brought nearer together. by impact and the occurring
rebound may explain the elasticity found in dilatent
systems
.
Passively Dilatent Systems .— These may be classed
as those which are intermediate between complete disper-
sion and complete flocculation. For example, when a
pastey substance containing v/ater and solid is tapped
slightly, an excess of moisture appears on the surface
which indicates that a higher amount of water was re-
quired for the original mixing of the paste than would
have been required for a normal active dilatent system.
The free moisture which is obtained is supposedly proof
of this. The thixotropic character of such systems
mentioned above possibly points to the existence of
weak and reversible adhesive forces within the system.
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Induced dilatency and it3 relation to dilatency .
—
In the mixing of a wetting agent with dry finely-divided
zinc oxide on a glass plate, a peculiar phenomenon was
observed. When the pigment concentration became very
high, that is, 76 per cent by weight of zinc oxide, the
paste became glossy and free-flowing like a heavy oil.
Nevertheless, this medium stuck fast to the glass plate
and offered great resistance to any outside force attempt
ing to move or agitate it. The harder it was forced, the
larger was the resistance it offered. When a knife was
thrust quickly into the medium, the material acted like
an elastic block. The glossy mass became dull and rough
in appearance where the knife struck the surface. Soon
after the knife thrust, the material flowed together so
that no trace of the mark remained.
Finally ground minerals such as glass, diamond, and
quartz and a few other substances, such as starch, behave
in ap proximately the same way without dispersing agents
being present. Ordinary beach sand near the water's
edge, when stamped on by one's foot, has been found to
behave similarly.
It seems probable that particles shaped like zinc
oxide interfere more with each other than spheroidally-
shaped particlesdo; hence, spheres lend themselves bet-
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ter to dilatent action than other-shaped particles.
However, if an isometric system such as a zinc oxide
mixture can be made to pack closely, any disturbance
in the packing is of greater oo nsequence than with
spheroidal particles.
Relation of pigment concentration to dilatency
,
flocculation and thixotropy .-- Instead of flowing down
a spatula rapidly and in thin strings, the mass flows
slowly and in broad bands, and, as the maximum concen-
tration further decreases, the paste ceases to flow by
gravity alone.
In this state (passive dilatency), slight tapping
of the spatula is required to produce flows getting in-
to the flocculent range. The material will not flow
even when agitated.
It was noted that at less than maximum pigment con-
centration, the system became distinctly thixotropic.
This means that flocculation, thixotropy, passive di-
latency and finally active dilatency must be regarded
as Various stages of dispersion with no sharp demarca-
Figure 12
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tion line separating one stage from the other.
Table 4
Close Packing Loose Packing
Small volume sedimentation
Dilatency
No plasticity
No thixotropy
Large volume sedimentation
No dilatency
Plasticity (x)
Thixotropy
(x) paste-like consistency or as the behavior of a paste
having a distinct yield value ,1/
Behavior of gum Arabic solution .-- Some natural occur
ring gums behave rather unusually with regard to their
flow characteristics. For example, gum Arabic solution
has the capacity to be drawn out into threads or fibers.
The anomalous viscosity of such a system may be caused by
the presence of an oriented structure which breaks down
under the influence of shear, but which is soon restored
on the removal of shear. On the other hand, it may arise
through the deformation under the influence of shear of
the dispersed solid particles which regain their normal
shape after shear stops.
Plasticity and Thixotropy
Plasticity and thixotropy of two-phase systems oc-
cur as twin phenomena. The presence of thixotropy in
dispersive media influence plasticity measurements in
l/ Loc. cit.
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both rotation and capillary viscometers. This may furn-
ish an explanation of why various investigators’ methods
or instruments often fail to obtain duplicate plastic
flows for the same plastic material.
Rotation viscometers are most satisfactory for the
measurement of both thixotropy and plasticity, while cap-
illary viscometers or plastometers are not suitable for
the accurate measurement of either property in systems
possessing both thixotropy and plasticity, it is con-
sidered that because two-phase systems are partly thixo-
tropic that an accurate complete plastic flow curve for
any two-phase plastic system has never been obtained.
The detection of yield values of plastics indicates that
paints are real plastics and not pseudo-plastics.
Plastic systems are usually characterized by a yield
value and straight consistency curves at the higher rates
of shear. Some investigators prefer to call a flow only
as a plastic flow where the rate of shear to shearing
stress diagram is not a straight line through the origin.
Some plastic systems contain material which have
what are termed structure viscous bodies which give the
system a constant viscosity reading at low rates of shear,
but at higher rates of shear the ratio between the shear-
ing stress and the rate of shear gradually decreases.
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Other plastic systems which contain dilatent materials
also have a constant viscosity at low rates of shear but
have a gradual increase in ratio between the shearing
stress and rate of shear at the higher rates of shear.
In order to visualize how plastic flow is interrela-
ted with thixotropy, the following set of curves is shown.
It is emphasized again that thixotropic structure may be
broken down by increasing the velocity gradient or by
• m.
Figure 14
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Unlike apparent viscosity, plastic viscosity has
a definite meaning. It is the number of dynes per square
centimeter in excess of the yield value that will produce
a velocity gradient of one centimeter per second. Plas-
tic yield value is the dynes per square centimeter which
will just cause flow.
When making plasticity measurements, the small a-
mount of breakdown occurring while material is trans-
ferred to the viscometer from its original container,
where it has been allowed to age, can be neglected if
all measurements are made so that the down-curves in
the thixotropic loop all begin at the same place which
is point B on Figure 14.
In plastic systems, "plug flow" occurs whenever the
force of flocculation is strong enough to hold the body
of pigment together, a condition v/hich exists at the
lov/er end of the curve where the applied force is in-
sufficient to cause whole-body shearing as the force
is raised. However, shearing commences at the capillary
wall, thus causing slippage, producing plug flow. If tie
shearing stress was sufficiently high to start with, plug
flow could be overcome.
Thixotropic Behavior of Oils
Oils are generally assumed to be Newtonian, but
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are usually so only for a limited range of rate of shear
and beyond this limited range, at least for the heavier
oils, are like thixotropic plastics.
When using a rotational viscometer to obtain flow
curves of oils, the amount of deflection of the instrument
depends upon the angular velocity of the rotary part.
Since the revolutions per minute are proportional to the
rate of shear or to the velocity gradient in the flow
curve diagram, the revolutions per minute of the ordinate
may be replaced by a rate-of-shear ordinate.
The relationship between the revolutions per minute
and the velocity gradient or rate of shear per second for
a rotational instrument is:
where R = radius of the cup.
Rk= radius of the bob.
Turbulence can be discarded as a cause for the par-
ticular structure of oil flow curves since turbulence
would have tended to increase rather than decrease the
rpm = 60 r2 h S dv/dr
where r = any radius between the cup and the bob
_l = the immersed height of the bob
S = instrumental constant equal to (
torques at higher rates of shear.
In an experiment, an increase from one hundred to
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seven hundred revolutions per minute decreases the plas-
tic viscosity from seventy-one to one hundred and fifty
poises which in turn requires a temperature increase from
thirty-one to forty-eight degrees C. Though the decrease
in viscosity is substantial, it is not large enough to
account for the rapid decrease ih viscosity with an in-
crease in the top rate of shear, neither is the temperature
entirely responsible; therefore, it is considered that
the thixotropic property of the oil must be the determining
factor. At rest all molecules are distributed at rai dom,
taking on a statistic average position.
Applying a rate of shear beyond a certain limiting
rate is equivalent to d eveloping a minimum directional
force so that the molecules may start an allignment in
the direction of shear. Hence, the original random struc-
ture of the oil is indicated by a decrease in plastic
viscosity. Upon rest the molecules will slowly return to
their original position. The set of curves on the next
page gives a graphic representation of the above explan-
ation.
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CHAPTER V
SOLUTIONS, SUSPENSIONS, MUDS AND PAINTS
The viscosity of dilute solutions of long-chain
molecules . -- The viscosity concentration relationships
of starch of the amyloses chain-molecule type are lin-
ear. The viscosity limits fall in an inverse order to
the potentials at which the amyloses take up iodine from
solution and the postulate that this potential is a
•function of the molecular weight of the amylose is con-
firmed. Synthetic starch is anomalous both with respect
to its iodine titration relationship as well as the vis-
cosity concentration relationship of its solutions. The
only possible way that the iodine titration relationship
can be explained is on the basis of heterogeneity, while
the other cannot be explained by heterogeneity but may
be due to the presence of polar groups in the molecule.
The hydration of starch below the gelatinizatjon
temperature .— Aqueous starch suspensions at ordinary
concentrations up to forty per cent by volume show New-
tonian flow with no yield point or deviation from lin-
earity in the flow pressure relation. However, if the
suspension is subjected to any gelatinization, then de-
viations from this type of flow are noted. This may be
59
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due to the dispersive qualities of the starch and to
unequal wetting of the starch.
Concentrated suspensions in the manufacture of
coated paper .-- The behavior of such suspensions as
barium sulfate and kaolin with various starch prepar-
ations were studied by the use of a modified Conett
rotational viscometer and an Ostwald Aurbach overflow
viscometer. These suspensions showed slight structur-
al viscosity with each of these viscometers. When a
small amount of potassium hydroxide solution was added
to these suspensions, they showed a marked structural
viscosity which upon the addition of nitric acid de-
creased to practically nil. The addition of nitric
acid may have changed the dispersive qualities of the
systems. In the case of bentonite solutions, in par-
ticular, increasing the salt content their structural
viscosity reduces to nil.
The viscosity of sulfur .— The viscosity of pure
sulfur is independent of the rate of heating and of
cooling and of its previous heat treatment. Low vis-
cosities which have been reported for preheated sul-
fur are due to the formation of hydrogen persulfides
which were probably formed by some organic impurity.
If hydrogen peroxide is present in sulfur, the vis-
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cosity of sulfur is greatly reduced. The lowering ef-
fect by ammonia gas is due to the formation of minute
quantities of hydrogen sulfide and persulfides. The
presence of halogens also lowers the viscosity of the
sulfur.
The viscosity of tar residues .-- The apparent vis-
cosities of asphaltic and coal tar residues commonly
used for protective coatings, roofing and waterproof-
ing purposes are determined by penetration tests. When
pitches and tars exhibit viscous flow, there is not too
close correlation between the penetration and the vis-
cosity of the material. This may be partly due to the
shape of the penetration needle as it is not a simple
cylindrical stem but consists of cylindrical shank with
a truncated cone fifty decimeters long.
Viscosity and rigidity of structural suspensions .
-
Rigidity in a suspension may be present with as little
as 0.1 per cent of solids. When a suspension of this
type is disturbed, there is a transition taking place
in which the material changes from a very viscous con-
dition to a runny condition. At sufficiently high
mean rate of shear, the rigidity is completely decom-
posed and the viscosity, hitherto decreasing with in-
creased rate of shear, becomes constant. At constant
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viscosity the structural suspension is equivalent to
a simple suspension having separate particles.
It has been proved experimentally that at zero
rate of shear, the shear stress diagram for a structur-
al suspension approaches zero.
Specific viscosity of suspensions and solutions . --
N0 is considered to be the true viscosity of any fluid,
and N the apparent viscosity of a suspension of a finely
divided solid or solution of a colloid or a crystalloid
in liquid medium. In a group of expe riments Nq was
varied as follows: 1) with liquids in the same homol-
ogous series such as bentonite dispersed in paraffin
hydrocarbons and such as cellulose esters in aliphatic
alcohols, 2) vi th other liquids such as water and ethyl
alcohol, water and acetone, aniline and acetone, and
acetone and methyl alcohol; it was found that the vis-
cosity effect may be explained by assuming the orienta-
tion of the dispersed particles during viscosity deter-
mination. There appeared to be less eddying of the
media containing the t hinner liquids because the par-
ticles probably assumed a pcs ition of streamline flow.
The solvated particles of colloid and crystalloid o-
rient in the same way as do the fine particles of
suspensions.
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Flocculation in solution and suspensions ,-- Anom-
alous viscosity behavior and thixotropy are caused to
a certain degree by flocculation in solutions and in
suspensions of finely-divided solids and liquids. It
has been determined that the specific viscosity of so-
lutions increase with the increase in the viscosity of
the solvent. This is due to the longer time of orienta-
tion of asymmetric particles in the more viscous liquids.
Flocculation, momentary or protracted, acts in the same
direction.
Relation between viscosity and refractive index .
—
i Ov* n)+£- 9]
n = viscosity in millipoises d = density in the c.g.s.
I = aR b R = molecular refraction
Table 5
Constants of the equation I = aR b
Series Number of members a b
Monohydric alcohols 12.0 T6
Monocarborylic acids 5 11.9 11
Esters of acetic acid 3 11.8 3
Aliphatic ketones 3 10.5 23
Ethyl esters 3 11.1 18
Paraffins 8 12.0 -20
Alkyl iodide 3 11.2 -47
!E averages within l/3 of one per cent.
If the density and molecular weight of a liquid belong-
ing to any series of Table 5 are known, the viscosity
may be calculated from refractive index.
Bonder’s Rule.--A rough rule is that Sonder'/S I
is about twelve times the molecular refraction.^/
1/ Amsterdam Report of Viscosity (1935).
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i
i
Chang
series .iA-
e for succeeding members of a homologous
Table 6
Hydrocarbons
Paraffin
Iso-paraffin
Halogenides
n.105
n.105
n.105
n.10 5
iCa iCg iC7
286 312 322
C-zH7Cl C-zK«Br5
330
3372
C,H„I
407
CH,I CpHcI C 3H7I
399 404 407
iC3H7I iC4H-, 0I
390 404
20° 46.9° 60° 78.8°
Benzene CgH~ n » .00642 0.00443 0.00389 0.00318 poise
Phenol CgHgOH n=0.1262 0.0357 0.0256 0.0157 poise
Viscosity of petroleum derivatives .— Petroleum deriva
tives divide themselves into two groups, those having low
viscosity and fairly constant, and those with the high vis-
cosity having a variable viscosity; that is, as the change
in the rate cf shear, the viscosity becomes less. To the
low group of materials belong gasolines, kerosenes, diesel
oils, and the normal kinds of lubricating oils. The vis-
cosity determinations are made with the efflux-type of in-
strument. Each country has its own kind of efflux instru-
ment with the Engler, Redwood, and Barbe used respe ctively
in Germany, United States, England, and France.
Some of the heavy types of petroleum materials such
as fuel oils which contain paraffin exhibit thixotropy
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and the viscosity is not constant for the changing
of the rate shear.
Viscosity temperature coefficient .-- It has been
proposed by Mr. Wilcox to use the formula/ -this, as an
M too
index for comparing oils. He claims that the ad-
vantage would be to have independence from the absol-
ute value of the viscosity within any group of oils.
Another relationship which has been proposed for
a classification of oils is the viscosity pole height,
the name of which has no real meaning. This relation-
ship which appears to be only mathematical has several
shortcomings which are as follows: 1) its existence
cannot be explained on the basis of the proposed theorie
of viscosity. It can be observed in only one choice of
coordinates. If centistokes are replaced by any other
viscosity units, the resulting cocr dinate system will
not give convergence of the viscosity curves in the
manner of the centistoke system, 2) substances showing
a steeper slope than the pole curve have negative
meaningless value for VPH.
The lesson to be learned by the student here is
that when one is attempt ing to get a p? actical relation-
ship for the viscosities of materials which are in the
same chemical family or related family, it must have a
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connection which is usable for making predictions about
the viscosities of other substances of which the viscos-
ity has not been taken. Just because a relationship ap-
pears to be mathematical is no reason to assume that it
is practical for the engineer who is attempting to find
a basis for plant control.
Viscosity, thixotropy, and the measurement of mud.^
Viscosity is the property which determines the rate of
flow of a liquid in certain standard conditions. The
decrease of viscosity with increasing rate of shear often
follows the logarithmic law Q = KPn
,
where P is the ap-
plied pressure and K is constant and n a number greater
than unity. In plas’tic flow for the Tow rates of shear
or low rates of flow, the points do not fall on a straight
line graph. In plastic flow there are tvjo resistances
which must be considered: one at low rate of shear and
another which is proportional to the rate of shear. The
first part of t his resistance is thought of as the yield
value
.
The yield value of a drilling mud is about the most
important thing under the subject of viscosity of a drill-
ing mud.
For a drilling mud there is plug flow, plastic flow,
laminar flow, and turbulent flow.
Factors affecting viscosity .— An increase in the
weight of a mud. is usually accompanied by an increase in
viscosity.
Yield value increases semi-logarithmically with in-
crease in weight. Tek e some concentration of barium sul-
fate suspension, one whcs e particles will pass 200 mesh
screen and the other whose particles are held on the 200
mesh screen. The finer material is more viscous.
Op. cit.
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In considering the viscosity of a mud, its his-
tory must be considered. Viscosity is often thought
of as the most typical distinguishing characteristic
of a mud; nevertheless, the detailed theoretical and
practical applications of viscosity data present dif-
ficulties which as yet have received little attention.
The laws for flow ,— The circulating system of a
well has not been investigated at all fully. A pre-
liminary examination of these indicates lines on which
it might be possible to tackle the subject success-
fully by combining the theory of flow with experimental
evidence. When liquids exhibiting plastic flow are
forced through a pipe, they show fairly well-defined
stages of flow; at first the mud moves forward as a
plug separated from the wall of the pipe by a thin film
of liquid, then with greater pressure the outermost
layers of mud shear into telescoping cylinders, the
central plug remaining, and finally all the mud moves
forward in a manner similar to viscous flow; with still
greater pressures the flow becomes turbulent. There
are, therefore, two critical pressures, the lower at
which the mud begins to shear and the higher one when
plastic flow changes to turbulent flow. The first pres-
sure is theoretically three-quarters of that correspond-
ing to the yield value, but in practice may be lower.
The second pressure can, it is suggested, be found by
taking the apparent fluidity of the mud in place of the
fluidity of the Reynold’s equation. If so, turbulent
flow in wide pipes commences at a pressure very near
to the pressure corresponding to the yield value, and
before the dominantly plug-flow can pass into dominantly
stream-line flow, the velocity is great enough for turb-
ulence to set in. Graphical examples illustrate the
difficulties of utilizing the results of capillary-tube
measurements for predicting the flow of mud in circul-
ation. It seems likely that the flow in th e well may
be near the stage at which the mud changes from the
plastic to the turbulent type of flow. For a mud which
is not too markedly thixotropic, flow in the circulating
system of a well, although the following lav/s are very
different from those appertaining to flow in a capillary
tube, should be predictable, but needs further laboratory
and large-scale exjE riments and mathematical enquiries.
The main object of viscosity measurements .-- This
is carried out to assist in the production of mud re-
quiring the minimum pump pressure and having the least
yield value consistent with fulfilling the manifold tasks
,
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of carrying up cuttings, mudding off sands, plastering
up wall of the hole, preventing the premature inflow
of fluids and retarding heaving, caving, and swelling,
and which will continue in good condition for a long
period.
Thixotropy . -- This refers to the property whereby
certain muds will gradually set to a j@lly-like mass but
will return to a mobile liquid if agitated, and again
set to a jelly if allowed to remain undisturbed. The
transformation from a mobile fluid to a jelly is revers-
ible for a very large number of changes of state. It
is due to mechanical disturbance and not to heat or
chemical changes. The importance of thixotropy in many
drilling muds is becoming recognized, but the word thixo-
tropy is still common and the nomenclature is far from
being standardized, the term gelling being often used.
There is some confusion between the variable viscosity
da own in plastic flow and the change in viscosity pro-
duced when a thixotropic substance is agitated, and also
between thixotropy and yield value.
A moderate degree of thixotropy is exhibited by
many muds and consists of a gradual increase in viscosity
which occurs when the mud remains undisturbed, and a
rapid decrease in viscosity when the mud is agitated.
Thixotropy has the effect of greatly complicating all
measurements of viscosity made on thixotropic substances.
yield value .-- The yield value of a thixotropic mud
will vary from place to place in the mud stream according
to the rate of shear undergone by the mud, and flow will
tend to consist of a plug or core of relatively-undisturbed
mud separated from the pipe by a zone of highly-sheared
mobile mud, the greater rate of shear at the edge of the
stream having lowered the viscosity. This type of flow is
here termed lubricated flow and it is suggested that it
will follow lav/s which are different from those of plastic,
viscous, and turbulent flow. Lubricated flow is likely to
pass directly into hydraulic or turbulent flow as the vel-
ocity increases.
In some measure a thixotropic mud combines properties
associated with high and low values and the combinations
may be very useful, but thixotropic muds have certain
disadvantages as, for example, when long strings of casing
are being run.
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Viscometer Measurement in Colloid Chemistry!/
It is not the absolute viscosity which is of import-
ance in colloid chemistry, but only the increase of vis-
cosity relative to the dispersion medium.
Paints at shearing stresses below their yield value
must be considered as solids whilst at stresses above
the yield value they must be considered as liquids.
Yield value on paint depends on the time previous
that mechanical agitation was given.
Since paints are thixotropic, it is obvious that
the yield value is not constant, but depends upon the
previous mechanical disturbance of the paint.
The levelling of a paint will cease when the var-
iable transient yield value becomes as great as the shear
component of surface tension.
Visoo meters . -- The Stormer viscometer, owing to
friction, does not allow accurate measurements of appar-
ent fluidity at low rates of shear and low shearing
stresses involved in levelling.
The failure of rotation viscometers of the Stormer
type to yield accurate consistency measurements at these
low shearing stresses and rates of shear has been due
mainly to friction In the instrument but also partly due
to the failure to take into consideration the thixotropic
nature of the paint.
A modification of the new Kampf viscometer, of the
rotation type, which is practically frictionless, making
consistency measurements at shearing stress less than one
dyne per square centimeter and at rates of shear as low
as 10“ ^ reciprocal seconds is useful. The instrument makes
use of a partial vacuum to lift all rotating parts so that
their weight is not upon any bearing.
All viscometers used for paints may be classed as:
air bubble, falling weight, tension, or efflux types.
j/ Op. cit .
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PART II
UNIT ORGANIZATION ON VISCOSITY

UNIT ORGANIZATION ON VISCOSITY
Introduction
The Pupils .-- The following unit and unit assign-
ments are teing planned for approximately seventy stu-
dents of Robert College, at Bebek, Istanbul, Turkey,
who will be sophomores in the Engineering School in
September 1946.
These students range in age from approximately
seventeen to twenty, and their Physics classes are
given in three sections, two of them of twenty-five
pupils each and one section of twenty. The intelli-
gence quotients of the students are not known and it
is the plan of the College authorities not to deter-
mine them at least for the present. After studying
the College grades of these students and talking with
a number of them, the writer assumes that their intel-
ligence quotients range from eighty to one hundred
and thirty.
Their reading ability varies considerably. Some
of them have attended Robert College for several years
and have studied English during that time, while others
have studied English in different schools for varying
lengths of time, and using different systems of learning.
70
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A third group of students have had only two years of
English under an intensive system in which their only
subject for that period has been English.
Eighty-five per cent of the students are Turkish
subjects, of which sixty per cent are full-blooded,
the others of Greek, Armenian, Bulgarian, Russian, and
Syrian extraction. The remaining fifteen pe r cent of
the students come from foreign countries such as Pal-
estine, Syria, Trans-Jordan, Bulgaria, Roumania, Yugo-
slavia, and Egypt.
The students have had no reading objective tests
so it would be impossible actually to evaluate the
reading ability of the group.
In most of the students’ homes, English is un-
known, and rarely spoken in the homes where it is known
Among the extra-curricular activities in which the
students participate are: radio, photography, and
electronics
.
The Unit
Viscosity is one of the most important properties
of a fluid. With the determination of the viscosity of
a fluid, it is possible to predict what the flow charac
teristics of a particular fluid v/ill be.
A fluid yields under the action of a very small
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shear stress but it offers a resistance which is said
to be due to its viscosity. The greater the viscosity,
the greater must be the stress intensity to perform a
stated deformation in any given time.
Fluids differ widely in their viscosities and the
viscosity of any fluid varies inversely with the temper-
ature. All fluids are more or less viscous, the highly
viscous fluids approaching the condition of solids. Such
fluids may offer a considerable resistance to a sudden
change of shape, but gradually yield under the action of
comparatively small forces, if the latter continue to
act for a period of time; that is, the time element, as
well as the force applied, enters into the determination
of the relative case with which different fluids change
their shape.
Delimitation of the Unit
1) The terms used to explain the subject of viscos-
ity are many and varied, so a full explanation of each
term and their definitions will be discussed thoroughly.
2) Newtonian fluids are ideal and offer no diffi-
culty in the measurement of their viscosity. Non-New-
tonian fluids require special technique in the measure-
ment of their viscosity because of their many and varied
properties
.
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3) Several types of viscometers have been devised
so that viscosity may be determined by the transpiration,
rotary or falling-sphere methods.
4) A good understanding of the various types of
viscometers may be obtained, after a discussion of the
theories upon which they are based.
5) In order to understand some of the theories of
viscosity laminar and turbulent flow must be considered.
These two types of flows were studied by Hagen, Poiseuille
Reynolds and Stokes and as a result we have definite laws
which are used to analyse the characteristics of fluids.
6) Several types of fluids which characterize them-
selves are those possessing the properties of thixotropy,
dispersity, active, passive and induced dilatency, and
plasticity.
7) Solutions, suspensions, muds, and paints offer
exceptional opportunity for the study of the many theories
of viscosity, and their industrial applications are more
readily found when their viscosity characteristics are
known.
Indirect learning products . --
1) The relationship of viscosity with other charac-
teristics of fluids.
2) Certain phases of industrial chemistry and its
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relationship to our daily lives.
The Unit Assignment
\ Tentative time allotment: three periods a week
and a four-hour laboratory period.
Questions for Chapter I of Text
In order to understand the general subject of
viscosity it is required to know the meanings of the
words used in explaining it. Study the text of the
terms used on the subject of viscosity, and answer
the following questions:
1) What is tensile stress?
2) What is rate of shear?
3) What is meant by the term coefficient of
viscous traction?
4) What is consistency as applied to fluids?
5) What is cybotaxis?
6) What is elastic force and what produces its
aftereffects?
7) What condition causes flow elasticity?
8) What is fluidity and what is its unit of
measure?
9)
What is laminar flow (briefly)?
10) What is magmoid?
11) When is a condition of a fluid called mesomorphic?
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12) What is mobility?
13) What is plasticity, explain?
14) Explain what is meant by plug flow?
15) When is a material considered pseudo-plastic?
16) How may relaxation time be defined?
17) What is meant by the term shortness ?
18) What is stiffness (pseudo-viscosity)?
19) What is slow yield ?
20) What is structural viscosity ?
21) Define thixotropy.
22) What is true fluid?
23) Discuss the subject of turbulence.
24) ’What is viscosity (briefly)?
25) What are meant by the terms work hardening
and yield value ?
26) What is rheoplexy ?
The study of any subject should arouse an interest
in its past. One of the men who did some work on viscos-
ity was Newton.
27) What did the work of Newton and Poiseuille
contribute to the subject of viscosity?
28) Explain the basic hypothesis concerning viscosity.
29) Develop a definition of viscosity with the aid
of calculus.
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30) Demonstrate what the units of viscosity are in
the metric and English systems.
In order to d etermine the apparent viscosity of
some fluids it is necessary to use a rotary type of
viscosimeter which permits the rotor to operate at
different speeds. The apparent viscosity of a non-
ideal fluid is a variable quantity.
31) What is the coefficient of viscosity by
definition?
32) How is apparent viscosity determined?
33) What variables are taken into consideration?
Why?
34) Show graphically how apparent viscosity varies,
using revolutions per second as the ordinate and torque
as the abscissa.
35) What are three type s of substances which come
under the type, non-Newtonian fluids?
36) What are some of the fluids which exhibit
thixotropic behavior?
37) Do substances which exhibit thixotropic be-
havior come in the class of colloidal materials?
Explain your answer.
38) Is thixotropy in a paint desirable? If so^
how much or how little? Explain your answer.
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39) What is the impulse theory as put forward by
Goodeve for thixotropic substances?
40) In the study of thixotropic substances, why
is an instrument with about three different rates of
shear desirable?
41) In what kind of an instrument does the velocity
gradient method for the determination of the viscous
properties of non-Newtonian fluids work well? Why?
42) What are some properties of non-Newtonian
fluids? (Consider colloids in answering the question.)
Questions for Chapter II of Text
In an understanding of the subject of viscosity it
is valuable to know about the various types of procedures
followed in obtaining the viscosity determinations.
The flow of fluid through capillary tubes must be
kept laminar so that an absolute determination of viscos-
ity may be made. If the flow is allowed to become tur-
bulent, the indicated viscosity measurement would be too
high. Some energy which is expended in the turbulent
flow region shows up in the viscosity measurement.
Answer the following questions:
1) ’What would be an ideal type of viscometer?
2) Which method for the measurement of viscosity
rests on a sound scientific basis? Why?
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3) Explain the method named in question 2.
4) With the aid of calculus derive a formula for
the determination of Kinematic Viscosity. (Hint: con-
sider volume of fluid flowing, dimensions of capillary
tube, physical characteristics of flowing fluid, and
pressure difference.)
5) Explain the significance of constants A and B
employed in the formula for the Engler, Redwood and
Saybolt viscosity determinations.
6) Name two viscometers of the torque type and tell
how the viscosity determinations are made.
7) Convert viscosity units from the centimeter gram
system to the English system.
8) Determine vt th the aid of calculus the couple
required to maintain in rotation an inner cylinder of
length h, the outer one being fixed, and the inner one
being rotated.
9) Is it ever possible to make adequate corrections
to allow for end-effects in the design of an apparatus
for measuring viscosity? If so, how?
10) What is the type of absolute viscometer now in
general use?
11) Derive the formula which may be used to determine
the absolute viscosity of a substance. (Hint: use the
capillary method of determination.)
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12) Describe fully the method of Thorpe and Rodger
for the determination of viscosity.
13) Describe fully the Ostwald viscometer and tell
what type it is.
14) a. Describe fully the Bingham viscometer.
b. Discuss the formula derived for the Bingham
viscometer.
15) What is the particular advantage of the Falling-
sphere Viscometer over other types?
16) Tell how a viscosity determination is made with
the falling- sphere method.
17) Discuss fully the development of the rotational
type of viscometer and include a mathematical treatment
of the design of the apparatus.
18) Tell how accuracy may finally be realized in the
design of rotational viscometers.
19) Discuss the Traxler type of rotational viscometer,
20) What factor must be taken into consideration
when attempting to design a viscometer to measure anom-
alous viscosity.
21) Discuss fully the design of a viscometer to
measure anomalous viscosity.
22) Discuss whether or not anomalous viscosity may
be determined by the capillary tube method.
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Questions for Chapter III of Text
Laminar flow is the required region of flow when
obtaining viscosity determinations. Several investi-
gators have proved this to be a fact among whom are
Hagen, Stokes, Poiseuille, and Reynolds.
1) Discuss mathematically the laminar flow of a
fluid between parallel stationary plates.
2 ) Derive a formula for the loss in head in lami-
nar flow through a pipe
.
3) What variables did Reynolds take into consider-
ation when conducting his experiments on flow?
4) Apply dimensional analysis to pipe flow and
show that loss in head may be considered non-dimensional.
5) Discuss Stokes Lav/ and what part of the law is
applicable to the solid sphere type of viscometer.
Questions for Chapter IV of Text
Thixotropy is one of the properties of fluids
which has been receiving much attention in the study
of viscosity and it is practically active in colloidal
systems.
1) What is a true solution defined as?
2 ) What is a thixotropic material?
3) What materials show extremely pronounced thixo-
tropic behavior?
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4) What are the three kinds of yield value?
5) Sketch a typical type of curve for the viscosity
determination of thixotropic material.
6) What two principles are important in the viscos-
ity determination of a thixotropic material?
7) Show by sketch the type of curves obtainable if
the time of application of each r.p.m. is maintained and
the maximum r.p.m. is varied.
8) What is the obvious characteristic of a thixo-
tropic system?
9) Is viscosity independent of the rate of shear when
the solid phase of a colloidal system is completely dis-
persed? Explain your answer.
10) What phenomenon occurs when determining the vis-
cosity of a gum Arabic solution?
11) In a dispersion what kind of a state does thixo-
tropy represent?
12) What do false body systems indicate during a vis-
cosity determination?
13) How can a thixotropic system be converted into a
false body system?
14) Indicate by diagram how degree of dispersion may
be determined.
15) What is di latency?
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16) What occurs in actively-dilatent systems?
17) Discuss the relationship between induced di-
latency and dispersion.
18) Indicate graphically the relation of pigment,
concentration of dilatency, flocculation and thixotropy.
19) Discuss fully the relationship between thixo-
tropy and plasticity. Tell why rotational viscometers
are satisfactory for studying plastic systems.
20) How are plastic systems characterized?
21) Indicate by sketches how a plastic system gains
in degree of thixotropy.
22) Discuss the thixotropic behavior of oils.
23) Discuss how a rotational viscometer may be used
to determine the thixotropic behavior of oils.
Questions for Chapter V of Text
In the understanding of the subject of viscosity,
specific attention must be paid to a consideration of
solutions, suspensions, muds, and paints.
1) When considering the viscosity of a homologous
chemical series of materials in solution is there a
gradual increase in viscosity? Explain your answer.
2) Discuss the relationship between molecular
weight of amylose solutions and their viscosities.
3) What is the relationship between viscosity and
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concentration of cellulose in cuprammonium solutions
upon the velocity gradient employed?
4) Does hydration of starch below gelatinization
cause any deviation from linearity in the flow pressure
relation?
5) Give your reason why the apparent viscosity of
acid bentonite solutions is much less than for alkaline
solutions
.
6) Indicate by diagram how viscosity of sulfur change
in systems where small amounts of other substances such as
ammonia are introduced.
7) Discuss how correlations for the determination of
viscosity of asphaltic and coal-tar residues may be deter-
mined .
8) What is the relationship between actual viscosity
and rigidity of structural suspensions, especially for
bentonite suspensions?
9) Discuss the ratio between actual viscosity and
structural viscosity, using as examples, particularly,
bentonite dispersed in paraffins and bentonite dispersed
in water, ethyl alcohol and acetic acid.
10)
Tell why flocculation of finely-divided solids
is the chief cause of anomalous viscosity behavior.
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11) Discuss why it Is necessary to have gas-free
liquids when determining the viscosity of petroleum
products
.
12) Discuss the viscosity change due to the change
of chemical structure.
13) Tell the type and names of viscosity determin-
ations which are made in various countries.
14) Do fuel oils with paraffin wax exhibit thixo-
tropy? If so, why?
15) Viscosity pole height is a new correlation which
h^s been suggested for the classification of oils. Dis-
cuss its merits.
16) Discuss the theories of viscosity which prevail
for the behavior of drilling muds.
17) What are the various stages of flow for a drill-
ing mud?
18) Discuss what value viscosity determinations are
for the classification of drilling muds.
19) What part does thixotropy play in the behavior of
drilling muds?
20) Discuss the effect of adding sand to drilling
muds
.
21) Set up a program for determinations of viscosity
for the paint industry
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Application of problems
1) Acetyl chloride at 14.78°C (d = 1.124) rises up
in a capillary tube of radius 0,0143 to a height of 3.21
centimeters. At 45°G in the same tube, the height is
2.79 and the density is 1.047. Find the critical tempera
ture
.
2) The density of heptane at 20°G is 0.69 and that
of water 1.000. Heptane flows through a viscometer in
83.1 secs., while water under the same condition requires
142.5 secs. Find absolute viscosity of heptane at 20°C.
when the average viscosity of water at the same tempera-
ture is 0.01005 poise.
3) Find the surface tension of acetone when the den-
sity of liquid acetone is 0.790 and gives a rise of 2.75
centimeters in a capillary tube of 0.0235 centimeters.
4) The surface tension of methly alcohol of density
0,79 at 20 °C is 22.6 dynes per cm. Find the maximum ra-
dius of a capillary tube which will permit the liquid to
rise 2.4 centimeters.
5) A capillary pipe when filled with water at a
temperature of 25°G can be drained in 10 minutes. Ho
w
long will it take to drain if the liquid is:
a) benzene d= b) ethanol d=
6) The following table gives the coefficient of
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viscosity for mercury at various temperatures:
T 273 293 307 371 476
n 0.0166 0.0154 0.0147 0.0126 0.0108
Plot log and log-log graphs to find straight line
relations.
7) A capillary tube viscosimeter is to be used
to determine the viscosity of water at 60°P. The
diameter of the capillary tube is 0.080 in. and its
length is a foot. Find the transpiration time for
20 cubic inches of water if the difference in head
is 8 in. of water.
8) Find the maximum head that can be used on
the viscometer of problem 7 when determining the vis-
cosity of water at 60°F.
9) Find the absolute viscosity of an oil, if in
10 minutes 15 cubic inches flow through a capillary
tube viscometer of 0.028 in. and a length of one foot.
10) A viscometer has a capillary tube of 0.15 cent-
imeters in radius. Its discharge of fluid from a head
of 18 centimeters is 80 c.c. Find the constants A and
B when the tube is a) 15 centimeters, b) 21 centimeters
11) The viscosity of a lubricant oil is 192 Saybalt
per second. Find its kinematic viscosity.
12) The discharge of a certain viscometer's standard
quantity of castor oil at 20°G is in 4.3 minutes and
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at 42°C is 49 seconds. Determine the A and B constants.
13) An oil has a specific gravity of 0.81 and its
absolute viscosity is 1.248 x 10“ 5 slugs per foot second.
Find the transpiration time if the oil is tested in a
Saybolt Universal Viscometer.
14) The space between two parallel horizontal plates
is 3/4 in. The space is filled with an oil having an
p
absolute viscosity of 3.2 x 10 slugs per foot second.
The upper plate is made to move at a rate of 12 feet per
second while the lower plate is held stationary. Find
the shear stress of the oil.
15) Two plates of 3 by 5 feet are separated by a
space of 1/4 inches. The upper plate is moved at a rate
of 4 feet per second while the lower one is kept station-
ary. If the plates hold a heavy motor oil at 130°F in
between what should the force in pounds be to maintain
this velocity?
16) The time of efflux of an oil tested in a Saybolt
Universal Viscometer was 1200 seconds. The weight of the
oil is 0.89 grams per cubic centimeter. Find the viscos-
ity of this oil in poises and its absolute viscosity in
the English system.
17) In an Ostwald Viscometer water at 25°C was used
as a standard liquid. The time of discharge was 90

seconds. An oil of 0.85 gram per centimeter cube in
weight was used in the same viscometer giving a time
discharge of 8 1/2 minutes. What would the viscosity of
the oil be in centipoises?
18) The absolute viscosity of a fluid has a speci-
fic gravity of 0.8 and is 0.890 poises. Find the kine-
tic viscosity in stokes and the fluidity.
19) Water at 15°C has an absolute velocity of 0.1144
poises. What would a) the kinetic viscosity in stokes
be, and b) the absolute and kinetic viscosity in the
English system?
20) An oil has a specific gravity of 0,86 and a
kinematic viscosity of 0,0167 feet per second. Find
a) the absolute viscosity in both systems, b) the kine-
matic viscosity in the metric system.
21) An oil with a viscosity of X slugs per second
flows through a pipe of one inch radius with an average
velocity of 2 feet per second. What would the viscosity
of the oil be if the pipe was 80 feet long and the pres-
sure 4.86 pounds per square inch? At what distance from
the starting point of the pipe is the velocity 2.2 feet
per sec.?
22) An oil with 0.78 specific gravity has an average
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velocity of 2.9 feet per second in a one-inch diameter
pipe of 42 feet long. If the pressure is 4.72 pounds
per square inch, find the absolute viscosity of the oil.
23) Find the Reynold’s nurrb er for a sphere having
a velocity of 66 feet per second, 12-inch radius, and
an atmosphere of 93.6°F.
24) A sphere is put into a stream of gas whose kine
matic viscosity, is 12 stokes, and has a velocity of 22
feet per second. Its Reynold’s number is 215. What
would the Reynold’s number be if the same sphere is put
in a stream of air at 84.6°F and a velocity of 66 feet
per second?
25) A capillary tube of 12 centimeters and 0.3 cen-
timeters in diameter discharges 1.2 liters of liquid
(specific gravity 0.9) in a quarter of an hour under a
pressure of 2.4 inches of mercury. Find its viscosity.
26) Oil is filled into the annular space between
two vertical concentric cylinders having a radii of
2.82 and 2.80 inches respectively. The cylinder is 5
inches long. The resistance put up by the oil when the
inside cylinder moves at a rate of 5.5 feet per second
is 9.24 pounds. What would the absolute viscosity of
the oil be?
27) If the cylinder of problem 26 rotates at 420
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revolutions per minute with the same oil in the annular
space, what would the resisting torque in foot-pounds be?
28) Through a straight pipe of 1/2 inch in diameter
at a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch and tempera-
ture of 93.6°F, dry air is passed at a rate of 0.0481
pounds per minute. If the fall of the pressure in a
length of 12 feet is equal to 0.83 inches of water, what
is the viscosity of the air?
29) A steel ball of 0.08 centimeters radius for a
height of 160 centimeters was used for the determination
of a heavy bearing oil. The oil was contained in a ver-
tical cylinder of 6 centimeters radius and the time taken
to fall through the middle 80 centimeters was 15.4 seconds.
Find the viscosity of the oil in absolute C.G.S. units, if
specific gravity of ball = 7.84
specific gravity of oil = 0.92
g gravity = 981 cm. per sec. per sec.
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